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Audio Plugin Software 
Architecture
The Audio Thread and Message Thread
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From GUI Slider to DSP Parameter in JUCE
Memory writes from the Message Thread are picked up by the Audio Thread
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GUI to Multiple Parameters by the Listener Pattern
Calls parameterChanged()callback in the Audio Thread (usually)
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Lifecycle of an Audio Plugin in a DAW
1. Plugin loaded by the DAW: 

AudioProcessor() // constructor 

2. Plugin configured by the DAW: 
setStateInformation (const void* data, int sizeInBytes) 

3. Plugin given the sampling rate and audio buffer size: 
prepareToPlay ( double sampleRate, int maxBufSize ) 

4. Audio callback generates audio buffers in real time: 
processBlock ( AudioBuffer<float>&, MidiBuffer& ) // many times 

5. Plugin told to finish playing: 
freeResources() 

6. DAW Saves Current Plugin State: 
getStateInformation ( MemoryBlock& destData ) 

7. DAW Unloads Plugin: 
~AudioProcessor() // destructor

Assume “using namespace juce;” below: (No Editor - “Headless”)



ChatGTP-4 Answers a Question in Class
Q: In an audio plugin, such as AU or VST, what does the plugin see when it is bypassed by its host?

A: When an audio plugin (such as AU or VST) is bypassed by its host, the plugin usually doesn't 
receive any audio input or process the audio signal. Instead, the host takes care of routing the 
audio input directly to the output, bypassing the plugin entirely. This means that the plugin doesn't 
see or process the audio data while it is in bypass mode. However, the plugin may still receive 
parameter updates and other non-audio related messages from the host, depending on the 
implementation of the host and the plugin.

(This matches my expectation and experience.
Ultimately, the DAW does whatever it wants within the scope of the plugin API on the previous slide.)



-
Q: What is the lifecycle of an audio plugin from the host's point of view?

1. Discovery: The host discovers available audio plugins by scanning a predefined folder or user-specified directory where plugin files are located. 
This stage allows the host to identify and list the plugins that can be used in a project.


2. Instantiation: When the user decides to use a specific plugin in a project, the host instantiates the plugin by loading it into memory and 
creating an instance of the plugin. This stage usually involves initializing the plugin's internal state and setting default values for its parameters.


3. Configuration: The host configures the plugin by setting its sample rate, block size, and other relevant parameters. This is usually done through 
a specific API call or message exchange between the host and the plugin.


4. Parameter Management: The host manages the plugin's parameters by sending updates and receiving notifications about parameter 
changes. This can involve setting initial values, automating parameter changes over time, or responding to user input.


5. Processing: During playback or recording, the host sends audio data to the plugin for processing. The plugin processes the audio data 
according to its algorithm and parameters and sends the processed audio data back to the host.


6. Bypass: If the host or the user decides to bypass the plugin, the host stops sending audio data to the plugin for processing and routes the 
input audio directly to the output, effectively disabling the plugin's effect on the audio signal.


7. Saving and Loading: The host is responsible for saving and loading the plugin's state and parameter values when a project is saved or 
opened. This ensures that the user's settings are preserved across sessions.


8. De-instantiation: When the user decides to remove the plugin from a project or close the host application, the host de-instantiates the plugin. 
This usually involves releasing memory and other resources allocated to the plugin and unloading the plugin from memory.

A: From the host's point of view, the lifecycle of an audio plugin typically involves the following stages:

Throughout these stages, the host and the plugin communicate using a standardized API, such as Audio Units (AU) for macOS or Virtual Studio 
Technology (VST) for multiple platforms. This API ensures that plugins and hosts can work together seamlessly, regardless of the specific 
implementation of each component.


